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Hari Raya Celebration

His majesty’s 73rd birthday

Jerudong branchBerakas branch

In conjunction with the celebration, students

and teachers participated in waving miniature

Brunei flags and made some art and craft.

Tutong branch

Congratulations to our BDS student,

Aliyah Zahra binti Muhammad

Alinormin for participating in the

Beauty Of China Painting Competition

Awarding & Exhibition Launching

Ceremony. We commend her for her

active participation in National Art

Competitions for the last 3 years.

Your BDS family is so proud of you!

Congratulations Aliyah!
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Upper Pri. at Brunei Fire Rescue Dept.

Tutong branch
At BEQ Equestrian

Jerudong branch

Tutong branch

BDS joined the Festival Kids Athletics on the 6th of

August headed by Sir Carlos of Jerudong branch.

BDS held Spelling Bee for

primary students on all

branches on the 11th of July this

year. This event helps students

improve their spelling, increase

their vocabularies, learn

concepts and develop correct

English usage that will help

them all their lives.

Kids Athletics

Educational trips

BDS Spelling Bee

Tutong branch
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Primary section at RBAF Museum

Berakas branch

Kindergarten section at Health Promotion Center

Jerudong branch



English Day: Rising Star
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Parents and teachers meeting
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Bds Nutrition day
BDS celebrates Nutrition day on the 4th of September. The aim of this activity is for a child

to learn about and identify different healthy food that they should be eating. It also let

them enjoy dressing up as the favourite healthy food of their choice.

Scientifically science fun!
Science experiments promote discovery and learning. They

play a very crucial role in the on going intellectual

development of children. These fun experiments gives them

time, space, as well as resources to exercise their

curiosity.

Kg 3’s vinegar+baking soda experiment



Science Camp
Bakti Dewa School headed by Sir Hisyam held its very first 3-day Science Camp on the 6

th
until 8

th

of September. The goal of this event is to spark, cultivate, and promote children's interest in

Science by doing some simple Science experiments and hands-on group activities with their friends

and school mates from other branches. They’ve got the chance to apply, play and have a friendly

competition with other students on what they’ve learned from the demonstrations conducted by

their Science teachers. Students and teachers enjoyed building sand castles and other sand

sculptures on the last day at the Taman Rekreasi Hutan Simpan Berakas. The champion in this

year’s Science Camp is the Venus team headed by Ms. Jahirah and Ms. Fizah. BDS would like to

thank all parents who supported to make this event a huge success!


